1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Cardiac arrest (CA) is a common reason for prolonged hospitalization in Intensive Care Units around the world ([@b0105]). Among individuals who survive to hospital admission, the prognosis is mainly related to the severity of anoxic brain injury (Peberdy et al., 2010). Several predictors, including neurophysiological ones, have been used to predict the outcome of these patients. Specifically, electroencephalogram (EEG) has been one of the most frequently used diagnostic tools in this setting, probably because it is not excessively expensive, and it is accessible in most of hospitals ([@b0050]). However, there has been controversy about which EEG features should be used to safely identify a poor neurological outcome, due to inconsistent definitions of certain EEG patterns and the use of therapeutic hypothermia and sedative drugs modifying brain activity during EEG recording ([@b0090]). Recently, specific EEG patterns, classified according to the most recent terminology for EEG in intensive care ([@b0060]), were proposed as predictors of poor neurological outcome and defined as highly malignant ([@b0100]). Furthermore, malignant, and benign EEG patterns were also classified by Westhall and collaborators.

In the present study, we aimed to evaluate if highly malignant EEG patterns are reliable predictors of poor neurological outcome in a different cohort of patients. A secondary objective of this study was to evaluate the prognostic value of malignant and benign EEG patterns. In a *Post Hoc* analysis, we also aimed to evaluate if EEG patterns considered to be highly malignant are reliable predictors of death.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Ethical approval, patients' management, and data selection {#s0015}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We retrospectively analyzed EEGs of patients who suffered an out or in-hospital CA between January 2014 and July 2018 from two teaching hospitals in Lisbon (Portugal), namely Hospital de São José and Hospital de Santa Maria. This study was approved by the ethics committees from the hospitals stated.

Patients were selected according to the EEG request. The words "Paragem cadiorrespiratória", "PCR", or "Anóxia Cerebral" had to be in the EEG request form to include the patient in the study. Both units used similar TTM protocols. All causes of cardiac arrest were included.

The protocols used for withdrawal of life-sustaining therapy (WLST) in both units follow the European Guidelines ([@b0090]). Both intensive care units follow the recommendation to use multimodal variables to establish prognosis in these patients. The EEG data was never used alone for WLST decisions. Patients with sedation were also included. The protocol for sedation is variable in both units and usually includes propofol and/or midazolam and at times is associated with fentanyl. Sedation was recorded as a variable whenever any of these medications were ongoing during EEG recording.

2.2. EEG analysis {#s0020}
-----------------

All EEGs were reviewed by two qualified viewers. Both reviewers were blind to the outcome. Information present in the EEG form was accessible, but included only the possible cause for CA, sedation/antiepileptic drug, mental status, and presence of myoclonus or other subtle motor signs of status epilepticus.

The classification was made according to the most recent standardized EEG terminology for classification in Intensive care units from the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society (ACNS) ([@b0060]). This classification takes into account the background activity, the presence of rhythmic or periodic patterns, and the reactivity. An EEG was considered reactive if any change in amplitude or frequency, including attenuation of activity, was present after any sound or pain stimulus. Both sound and pain stimulus were present in all our recordings. Only EEGs performed 48--100 h after CA were included for analysis, as the prognostic value of the EEG patterns is dependent on time between the CA and the EEG recording ([@b0065]).

After the EEGs' review and classification, they were divided into three groups: a highly malignant group (with suppressed background activity, continuous periodic discharges on a suppressed background, or burst-suppression pattern), a malignant group (with abundant rhythmic or periodic patterns, absence of reactivity to sound and pain stimuli or reactive in SIRPIDS only, low voltage background activity, reverse anterior-posterior gradient, presence of at least one electrographic seizure, and discontinuous background activity) and a benign group (with absence of highly malignant and malignant features) ([@b0100]).

2.3. Outcome measurement {#s0025}
------------------------

The neurological outcome was assessed by an independent observer 6 months after CA and classified using the Cerebral Performance Categories Scale (CPC). Two outcome groups were defined: a primary outcome group and, in a *Post Hoc* analysis, a secondary outcome group. The primary outcome concerns neurological function and the secondary outcome concerns death. In our primary outcome group, CPC1-2 values were classified as good neurological recovery (individuals with complete recovery and individuals with moderate disability but with independence in daily life activities, with or without associated symptoms) and CPC3-5 values were considered as poor neurological outcome (individuals with severe disability, conscious but completely dependent in daily life, individuals in coma, or individuals deceased). The secondary prognostic group was divided into survival (CPC1-4) and death (CPC 5).

2.4. Statistical analyses {#s0030}
-------------------------

The association of the proposed EEG patterns (highly malignant, malignant, and benign) with the primary and secondary outcome was calculated by a chi-square test. The accuracy of this association was measured by calculating sensitivity and specificity values. Confidence Intervals at 95% and p-values were calculated. SPSS Statistics version 24 was used.

3. Results {#s0035}
==========

3.1. Cohort description {#s0040}
-----------------------

Patients included for analysis had a mean age of 62 (±13.9) years old, 82 (77.4%) had more than 50 years old, 17 (16.9%) patients had a functional dependency (mRS ≥3) prior to CA. The most common cause of cardiac arrest was acute myocardial infarction, which was present in 37 (34.9%) patients. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} describes Cardiac Arrest etiology.Table 1Cardiac arrest etiology.All included patients (n = 106)*CA Cause*Airway obstruction (%)8 (7,5)Acute Myocardial Infarction (%)37 (34,9)Aortic Stenosis (%)1 (0,9)Acute Pulmonary Edema (%)1 (0,9)Dysrhythmia (%)11 (10,4)Hemorrhagic Shock (%)2 (1,9)Hipoxemia (%)9 (8,5)Myocardiopathy (%)1 (0,9)Myocarditis (%)1 (0,9)Pulmonary Embolism (%)2 (1,9)Septic Shock (%)2 (1,9)U/N (%)31 (29,2)[^1]

3.2. Outcome measurements {#s0045}
-------------------------

Six months after CA, 79 (74.5%) patients had a poor neurological outcome and 70 (66.1%) died. Patients with good and poor neurological outcomes had similar demographic and clinical characteristics ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Patients that died were more frequently from out of the hospital CA, but otherwise the other demographic and clinical characteristics were similar ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Comparison of patientś characteristics and management between neurological outcome groups.VariablesGood neurological outcomePoor neurological outcome (CPC 3--5)p-ValueAge, mean (±SD)61.15 (13.60)62.80 (14.70)0.595Age \> 5018/27 (66.7%)61/79 (77.2%)0.952Male Gender20/27 (74.1%)56/79 (70.9%)0.751In hospital CA4/27 (14.8%)27/79 (34.2%)0.056TTM (33⁰C or 36⁰C)24/27 (88.9%)71/79 (89.9%)0.885Sedation24/27 (88.9%)61/79 (77.2%)0.189Previous mRS ≥ 33/27 (11.1%)14/79 (17.7%)0.419GCS3 at 72 h23/27 (85.2%)60/79 (61.9%)0.315Time to EEG, mean (±SD)71.99 (15.41)71.42 (16.70)0.838Table 3Comparison of patients' characteristics and management between vital outcome groups.VariablesAlive\
(CPC 1--4)Dead (CPC 5)p-ValueAge, mean (±SD)60.72 (13.14)63.23 (14.18)0.379Age \> 5028/36 (77.8%)54/70 (77.1%)0.941Male Gender26/36 (72.2%)50/70 (71.4%)0.932In hospital CA5/36 (13.8%)26/70 (37.1%)**0.013**TTM (33⁰C or 36⁰C)30/36 (83.3%)26/70 (37.1%)0.128Sedation30/36 (83.3%)65/70 (92.9%)0.560Previous mRS ≥ 33/36 (8.3%)55/70 (78.6%)0.121GCS3 at 72 h30/36 (83.3%)14/70 (20.0%)0.367Time to EEG, mean (±SD)60.72 (13.14)53/70 (75.7%)0.379

### 3.2.1. Highly malignant EEG {#s0050}

EEG patterns considered to be highly malignant were present in 37 (34.9%) patients and all these patients presented a poor neurological outcome \[specificity 100% (CI 87.2% −100%) and sensitivity 46.8% (CI 35.5% −58.40%)\]. The distribution of highly malignant EEG patterns and patient́s neurological outcome can be observed in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Distribution of highly malignant EEG patterns and patient́s neurological outcome.EEG descriptionNo. (%)\
(n = 106)Poor Neurological Outcome\
(CPC 3--5)Good Neurological Recovery\
(CPC 1--2)**Highly malignant EEG patterns, n (%)37**\
**(34.9%)37**\
**(100%)0**\
**(0%)** Suppressed Background, n1717\
(100%)0\
(0%) Suppressed Background with continuous Periodic Discharges, n1313\
(100%)0\
(0%) Burst-Suppression Background, n77\
100%)0\
(0%)[^2]

In the post-hoc analysis highly malignant pattern group, 32 (86.5%) patients died, and an association between those patterns and death (*p =* 0.001) was found. With regard to the prognostic accuracy of these patterns to predict death, the sensitivity and specificity was 45.7% (CI 33.7% −58.1%) and 86.1% (CI 70.5% −95.3%), respectively. The distribution of highly malignant EEG patterns and patient's vital outcome can be observed in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Distribution of highly malignant EEG patterns and patient́s vital outcome.EEG descriptionNo. (%)\
(n = 106)Death\
(CPC 5)Survive\
(CPC 1--4)p-Value**Highly malignant EEG patterns, n (%)37**\
**(34.9%)32**\
**(86.5%)5**\
**(13.5%)**0.001 Suppressed Background, n17\
(16.1%)14\
(82.4%)3\
(17.6%)-- Suppressed Background with continuous Periodic Discharges, n13\
(12.3%)11\
(84.6%)2\
(15.4%)-- Burst-Suppression Background, n7\
(6.6%)7\
(100%)0\
(0%)--[^3]

### 3.2.2. Malignant EEG {#s0055}

Malignant EEG patterns were present in 39 (36.8%) patients, 29 (74.4%) of which presented a poor neurological outcome. We did not find an association between these patterns and poor neurological outcome (p = 0.976). Regarding the prognostic accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were 63.0% (CI 42.4%--80.6%) and 36.7% (CI 26.1%--48.3%), respectively. Further, we did not find an association between the presence of at least two malignant characteristics and poor neurological outcome (p-value: 0.125). The distribution of malignant EEG and patient́s neurological outcome can be observed in the [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}.Table 6- Distribution of malignant EEG patterns and patient́s neurological outcome.EEG descriptionNo. (%)\
(n = 106)Poor Neurological Outcome\
(CPC 3--5)Good Neurological Recovery\
(CPC 1--2)p-Value**Malignant EEG patterns, n (%)39**\
**(36.8%)29**\
**(74.4%)10**\
**(25.6%)**0.976 Abundant rhythmic or periodic pattern, n149\
(64.3%)5\
(35.7%)-- Abundant SW discharges, n10\
(0%)1\
(100%)-- Discontinuous background, n74\
(57.1%)3\
(42.9%)-- Low voltage background, n1715\
(88.2%)2\
(11.8%)-- Reversed Anterior-Posterior gradient, n33\
(100%)0\
(0%)-- Unreactive background, or reactive, only in SIRPIDS, n1815\
(83.3%)3\
(16.7%)--[^4]

### 3.2.3. Benign EEG {#s0060}

Benign EEG patterns were present in 30 (28.3%) patients, and 17 (56.7%) had a good neurological recovery. An association between these EEG patterns and a good neurological recovery was found (p \< 0.0001). With regard to the accuracy of these patterns to identify good neurological recovery, sensitivity and specificity was 63.0% (CI 42.4%--80.6%), and 83.5% (CI 73.5%--90.9%), respectively.

4. Discussion {#s0065}
=============

In this study, 34.9% of patients had a highly malignant EEG pattern and all post-cardiac arrest patients with this neurophysiological characteristic had a poor neurological outcome. Furthermore, this EEG pattern was associated with death in this group. Therefore, we documented the importance of a standardized EEG analysis in the assessment of post-cardiac arrest prognosis.

As postulated, our results are in line with those of Westhall and collaborators ([@b0100]). These authors had previously found that highly malignant EEG patterns predict an unfavorable outcome in half of their patients, with no false positives. Furthermore, in both series (ours and [@b0100]), these EEG patterns showed a limited sensitivity (46.8% in our series) for poor neurological outcome. Many patients with poor neurological outcome did not present any EEG characteristic from the highly malignant pattern group, and we speculate that other factors can account for this observation, such as medical complications during admission or comorbidities.

Although we found a high specificity for the highly malignant pattern group, a recent study showed a slightly lower specificity of 91% (95% CI: 83%--97%) ([@b0020]). However, these authors scored EEGs performed in the first 24 h, and this can account for the false positives detected. This reinforces the recommendation of prognostication 3--5 days after CA from the European guidelines ([@b0090]). In another study with a cohort of 204 patients, 44 had a highly malignant EEG pattern which also predicted a bad functional outcome with 98% specificity. In this study, one of the patients with good outcome had a burst-suppression pattern. The authors attributed the presence of this pattern to sedation ([@b0010]). In the study by [@b0020], sedation may also account for the lower specificity, as EEG were performed earlier in the course of the CA. In future it would be useful to better characterize this specific pattern and take sedation into account.

Regarding malignant EEG patterns, those were presented in almost 40% of our patients but the presence of at least one of these characteristics was not associated with poor neurological outcome. These findings are also consistent with Westhall and collaborators ([@b0100]). However, we could not support their findings of an association between the presence of at least two malignant characteristics with poor neurological outcome.

Regarding specific characteristics from the malignant EEG pattern group, EEG reactivity deserves close observation. Our results show that almost 17% of patients with unreactive EEG or EEG only reactive with SIRPIDS had a good neurological recovery. Therefore, this characteristic is not always associated with poor neurological outcome as previously stated ([@b0035], [@b0085]). In fact, Bouwes and collaborators ([@b0025]) previously described in their study three patients without EEG reactivity after rewarming that had a favorable outcome. This discrepancy might also be related with the interpretation problems associated with EEG reactivity. It has been demonstrated that even among experts, agreement in EEG interpretation is only fair for reactivity findings ([@b0095]). Recently, an international consensus statement and recommendations on EEG reactivity testing and interpretation in patients after CA was proposed for testing patients after CA ([@b0005]). These authors proposed a method for testing patients after CA and concluded that it is important for clinical prospective studies to evaluate the agreement in EEG interpretation and to clearly define the prognostic value of this neurophysiological hallmark ([@b0005]).

Another important EEG feature deserving our comment is the presence of abundant rhythmic and periodic patterns in 13% of our patients. It is known that these patterns might be related with an ictal state and status epilepticus ([@b0015], [@b0070], [@b0080]) or an ictal-interictal continuous state ([@b0080]). More than 1/3 of our patients with this EEG pattern had a good neurological recovery. Although status epilepticus has been associated with poor neurological outcome in post cardiac arrest patients ([@b0090]), the percentage of patients fulfilling status epilepticus criteria was not quantified in our series. Also, it is not clear whether treating status epilepticus or even rhythmic and periodic patters not fulfilling status epilepticus criteria prevents additional brain damage and improve outcome. However, our results suggest that recovery can occur in a significant percentage of these patients and argue in favor of their intensive treatment until recovery or until other predictors of a poor neurological outcome arise, as proposed by Elmer and collaborators in 2016 ([@b0045]).

Another interesting feature of our work was the evaluation of benign EEG patterns as possible good prognostic biomarkers after cardiac arrest. In our group of patients with these EEG features, 55.7% showed a good neurological recovery; however, this is a low percentage compared to Westhall et al. study (93%) ([@b0100]). This can possibly be justified by difference in the definition of outcome. In Westhall series, they consider the best scored achieved in 6 months, as it is a prospective study, and we considered the score at 6 months, which justifies the difference and compromises the comparison.

An important caveat of our study is the fact that we only evaluated patients that clinically required EEG. In this design, patients that die before arriving to the hospital or in the first hour after CA are not included. The same happens to patients with fast complete recovery. We are not able to estimate the percentage of CA patients that are being evaluated with EEG because CA in not systematically registered. Nonetheless, all patients with persistent mental status abnormalities are submitted to EEG in both ICU units from which patients were recruited. Our data is therefore clinically meaningful as it represents the usual population with CA submitted to EEG.

In summary, this study adds clinical evidence to the current clinical practice of requesting an EEG in the prognostication of cardiac arrest patients. It also reinforces the standard practice that EEG should not be taken by itself in this outcome prediction.

Moreover, the accuracy of a prognostic model can be improved. In the future, it would be useful to replicate this study in a prospective way, combining other clinical, neurophysiological, and ancillary test predictors and including other Intensive Care Units and/or Hospitals. This would allow access to larger samples and to subgroup analyses. Further, other EEG analysis such as quantitative EEG can be explored as biomarkers in this prognostication, and the type of EEG recording (continuous vs spot EEG) remains to be defined for better prediction. The effect of status epilepticus and its treatment in the outcome of post cardiac arrest patients is also an important research topic.

5. Conclusion {#s0070}
=============

In our cohort of post-cardiac arrest patients:•Highly malignant EEG patterns were associated with poor neurological outcome.•Highly malignant EEG patterns were predictors of death.•Malignant EEG patterns were not associated with a poor neurological outcome.•Benign EEG patterns were associated with good neurological recovery.

Overall, this study increases the knowledge of the value of EEG as a tool in outcome prediction of patients after cardiac arrest. A comprehensive, multimodal, standardized, and multicentric approach to post cardiac arrest prognostication is recommended.
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[^1]: n-number of patients; U/N-unknown.

[^2]: EEG- Electroencephalogram; n-number of patients
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